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Collaborative Publications

• Can you tell an interesting story that is accurate?

• The SME should know enough about the subject to identify what is 
interesting, internationally, and what group will be interested in the 
results.

• You will know enough of the details of your methods and results to 
describe them and interpret them.

• The ‘art’ of the writing will be making your story a useful story to the 
larger world. 
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Francisella tularensis

 Analyze historical tularemia data sets;

 Surveillance Francisella tularensis in 

small mammals and ticks

 Integrate these collections with 

appropriate culture and PCR-based 

detection assays;

 Forecast pathogen occurrence with 

advanced spatial analyses, to define the 

geographic extent of the pathogens.

wikipedia



Study Design

• Sample the environment
• What species of mammals and 

ticks will be found?

• Where are they found in the 
country?

• Test the samples for Fransicella
• What methods will we use?

• How will we interpret the results?

Yarra Valley

Houston Chronicle



Locations: Collection for F. tularensis

Total trapping effort of 10,035 trap nights.

* - 8 additional species with no more than 6 of an individual species.

Poland

Belarus



Locations: Collection of Various Mammal 
Species

Relative abundance of 6 most common species

Total trapping effort of 10,035 trap nights.
Highlighted = Prior report of isolation of F. tularensis in central Europe 
(Gurycova et al 2001) 
* - 8 additional species with no more than 6 of an individual species.

Table 1: Counts of species collected in study 



Combine Data from Animals With Laboratory Data



The Diagnostic Methods Differ in Their Results: What to Do?

The reader does not need to see all the data



PCR detection of F. tularensis in Mammals

Figure 2 : Relative abundance of 6 most abundant species

Total trapping effort of 10,035 trap nights.
Highlighted = Prior report of isolation of F. tularensis in central Europe 
(Gurycova et al 2001) 
* - 8 additional species with no more than 6 of an individual species.

Table 3: Counts of species collected in study 

• 19 small mammals confirmed by fopA
and tul4 Taqman PCR

• A. agrarius is a ‘new’ reservoir

Species PCR+/PCR 
tested

%

Myodes
glareolus

10/220 4.55

Apodemus
agrarius

4/164 2.43

Apodemus
sylvaticus

2/45 4.44

Microtus 
arvalis

2/39 5.13

Sorex araneus 1/73 1.37



What Seems a Simple Story Has Taken a Long Time

Figure : Sites with F. tularensis PCR positive small mammals (   ) (left) compared with sites surveyed (right)
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Searching Recent Literature: The Context for the Story You Will Tell



Choose the Focus of the Paper Carefully: Consider Alternatives

SME and Scientists Must agree on the focus of the study



Discussion: Why are the Results from Ukraine Important?

• This is the story you will tell.
• It may be the results are similar to other studies

• It may be that they are new and unique  

• Finally, both SME’s and Scientists need to be patient but also keep 
moving forward to complete the publication

• There may be many false starts and re-working to reach completion.



Thank You


